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‘Dynamind’ using
Artificial Intelligence
• For 100% Interactive Distance Education
• With one-to-one mentoring
• For student-centric learning
e-Teacher & e-Trainer from i2K Solutions
Technical Specifications ‘Generic’ description
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

E-Teacher and e-Trainer using artificial intelligence or AI
100% interactive distance education platform
Uses the internet for connectivity, for lowest cost.
256K band width is sufficient for most e-Content
Can use any type of multimedia e-Content for e-Teaching and e-Training
One-to-one mentoring using artificial intelligence, for highest quality
Individualized e-Teaching by preparing a unique LMS for each e-Learner, as
no two people are the same, for highest quality of effective teaching
8. Supports e-Content in 11 Indian languages and 54 International languages
9. Scalable to any number of learners. For example, if there are 1 million eLearners, 1 million e-Teachers will be provided by the platform
10. Uses the internet as a resource library
11. Has Collective Intelligence features
12. Can be used for any type of e-Content, for schools, colleges, vocational
education, corporate training and adult & life-long learning
13. Ideal solution for ‘Capacity Building’ at the lowest cost and highest quality
14. Platform has inbuilt daily assessment, feedback, strength & weakness and
remedial features.
15. Platform has inbuilt complete administration features which a normal
modern day school or college or university would have
16. Details of all the above features and Demos at www.i2k.in
17. ‘Dynamind’ developed after R&D for 12 years and Testing for 5 years,
commercial operations from 2011. Initial thought process started in 1992.
18. E-Teacher platform is being used for distance education and coaching for
physics, chemistry and mathematics for classes 9th to 12th. See
www.aasanka.com for details.
19. Also being utilized for on-line coaching for IITJEE, AIEEE & CET entrance
examinations. See www.aasanka.com for details.
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